
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION

Agenda 

May 6, 2019

1001 11th Avenue 
City Council Chambers, City Center South 

4:00 p.m. 

I. Call to Order

II. Approval of Minutes from April 1, 2019 Meeting

III. Public Input

IV. Public hearing for Design Review to consider alterations to the original
Certificate of Approval for exterior alterations for Luna’s at 806 9th Street

Case No.:  HPDR2019-0001 
Applicant: Ely Corliss and Brian Seifried 
Location: 806 9th Street 
Presenter: Betsy Kellums 

V. Public hearing for Design Review for approval to demolish an existing
detached garage

Case No.:  HPDR2019-0003 
Applicant: Christie and Scott Christensen 
Location: 1720 12th Avenue 
Presenter: Betsy Kellums 

VI. Public hearing for Design Review for approval to construct a new detached
garage

Case No.:  HPDR2019-0002 
Applicant: Christie and Scott Christensen 
Location: 1720 12th Avenue 
Presenter: Betsy Kellums 
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VII. Commission Member Reports

VIII. Staff Reports

IX. Adjournment

UPCOMING MEETINGS AND IMPORTANT DATES: 

May 9, 2019 6:30 p.m., Historic Preservation Month Event, Greeley Masonic Temple, 
829 10th Avenue, free and open to the public. 

May 20, 2019 4:00 p.m., Historic Preservation Commission, City Council Chambers, City 
Center, 1001 11th Avenue. (Note: new permanent location) 

May 20, 2019 6:30 p.m., Walking Tour of Allnutt, Location: Allnutt, 702 13th Street, free 
and open to the public. 

May 23, 2019 12:00 p.m., History Brown Bag: Manzanar: An American Concentration 
Camp by Marge Taniwaki, Greeley History Museum Community Room, 
714 8th Street, free and open to the public. 

June 3, 2019 4:00 p.m., Historic Preservation Commission, City Council Chambers, City 
Center, 1001 11th Avenue. (Note: new permanent location) 

June 6, 2019 12:00 p.m., History Brown Bag: Battlefields, Cemeteries and Monuments of 
WWII in Europe:  Places and Events that Changed World History, by Don 
Runnells, Greeley History Museum Community Room, 714 8th Street, free 
and open to the public. 

June 10, 2019 6:30 p.m., Walking Tour of Foundation Hall, Location: Foundation Hall, 
1514 8th Avenue, 6:30 p.m. 

June 17, 2019 4:00 p.m., Historic Preservation Commission, City Council Chambers, City 
Center, 1001 11th Avenue. (Note: new permanent location) 

Historic Preservation Public Hearing Procedure 

1. Chair introduce public hearing item
2. Historic Preservation Staff report
3. Applicant Presentation
4. Commission questions
5. Chair opens public hearing
6. Chair closes public hearing
7. Applicant rebuttal
8. Commission discussion and vote
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
Proceedings 
April 1, 2019

1001 11th Avenue
City Council Chambers, City Center South 

4:00 p.m.

I. Call to Order

Chair Scott called the meeting to order at 4:01 pm. Commissioners Anschutz,
Thompson, Brunswig, Bator and McLean were present. Krisitn Zasada announced
that as of that day, she turned in her affidavit to be candidate for City Council and
therefore is attending as a citizen and not as a commissioner.

II. Approval of Minutes for the meeting held on March 4, 2019

Commissioner McLean moved to approve the minutes for March 4, 2019.
Commissioner Anschutz seconded the motion. The motion carried 6-0. (One
vacancy exists.)

Commissioner Bator moved to approve the minutes for March 18, 2019.
Commissioner McLean seconded the motion. The motion carried 6-0. (One vacancy
exists).

III. Public Input

Paulette Weaver, 1725 12th Ave, with Historic Greeley, Inc. Thank you for your input on
preservation ordinance. It was a lot of work over several months and she thinks the
commission created a product that serves the city well. They plan to have people at the
council meeting tomorrow to show support for what you’ve done
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IV. Public Hearing for Certificate of Approval: Sign Replacement, 819 9th Street
(Applicant: Erin Garcia on behalf of Schlosser Signs)

Chair Scott called for conflict of interest in this case among Commissioners. There were
no conflicts of interest.

Ms. Kellums entered the staff report into the record as submitted. This is an application
for Certificate of Approval for a sign replacement at 819 9th Street. The existing sign is a
projecting “Burger Bar” sign. They are proposing to change the sign to a “Lonesome
Buck Brewing Co” sign because they are changing the name of the business. Staff
reviewed the application in accordance with Criteria and Standards in Section 16.60.110
(1), criteria a, c, e, and f and found that the proposed sign would have a neutral effect on
the character and features of the property. The proposed sign is to be placed in the same
location as the existing sign. The proposed sign would have a positive effect on the
protection, enhancement, perpetuation and use as it would help draw attention to the
business. The proposed sign complies with the Secretary of the Interior’s current
Standards numbers 9 and 10, it is reversible and it has no effect on the integrity of the
historic district.

Staff also reviewed the application in accordance with Standards in Section 16.60.110 (2),
standards e and g. The proposed sign does meet the downtown design review guidelines
for signs. Staff recommends the proposed project does meet the municipal code
requirements and recommends approval with the condition that they obtain all required
permits.

Commissioner Bator asked why the existing painted wall sign was not part of the
application. Ms. Kellums responded saying that they didn’t realize that it was supposed to
be approved. Because they didn’t have time to add it to the application by the time they
realized this, they are proposing to put “Lonesome Buck Brewing Co” where it says “Stuft
Burger Bar,” but they are going to wait to see how the code change hearing goes on April
2 to see if it’s something that staff will then be able to review and approve over-the-
counter. If not, it will be at a future meeting.

Chair Scott opened public hearing at 4:10 p.m. No public comment. Chair Scott closed the
public hearing at 4:10 p.m.

Commissioner Brunswig made a motion that, based on the application received and the
preceding analysis, the Commission finds, and approves and concludes that the sign at 819
9th Street meets criteria a, c, e, and f, and Standards e and g in Section 16.60.110 of the
municipal code and therefore approves the Certificate of Approval with the condition that
the applicant obtains all required permits. Commissioner Thompson seconded the motion.
The motion carried 6-0. (One vacancy exists.)

V. Commission Member Reports

No reports.
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VI. Staff Reports

There will be a continuation of 806 9th St. alterations on the April 15th agenda. The 
deadline for nominations for Historic Preservation Month Awards is Friday, April 12.
April 2nd is the code update hearing at City Council. 

Commissioner Bator asked if they can speak if they are on the Commission. Mike Garrott 
advised against speaking at the hearing. The minutes reflect their approval.  Discussion 
ensued about the GARA letter submitted to the Commission and Council.

Chair Scott announced that Commissioner Thompson will be preparing food platters and 
designing the flyer for the awards. She will send the flyer draft to Ms. Kellums before 
April 15th.

Commissioner McLean clarified to Commissioner Thompson that one of the things the 
presentation will be highlighting is the four Bowman buildings in Greeley and that Woody 
Meyers at UNC can provide high-quality photos of these buildings. 

Commissioner McLean will be recusing himself from the 806 9th Street vote on April 15th

due to conflict of interest. Commissioners Anschutz and Thompson announced that they 
will not be present for April 15 meeting. Ms. Kellums indicated they will reschedule the 
806 9th Street continuation because the Commission will not have a quorum to review it.

Commissioner Bator asked about the building on north 8th Avenue.  Ms. Kellums 
explained the Camfield Court Building hasn’t changed since the Commission approved a 
project in 2016, and indicated they are coming back for approval on the outside since it 
has been several years.

VII. Adjournment

The meeting adjourned at 4:22 pm.

Sandra Scott, Chair

Betsy Kellums, Secretary
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION SUMMARY

ITEM: Certificate of Approval

PROJECT: Exterior Alterations 

CASE NUMBER: HPDR2019-0001 

LOCATION: 806 9th Street

APPLICANT: Ely Corliss, on behalf of owner LASI LLC

HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION HEARING DATE:  May 6, 2019 

HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION FUNCTION:

Review the proposal for compliance with Chapter 16.60.110 of the City of Greeley Municipal 
Code Criteria and Standards for altering designated properties or contributing properties in an 
historic district, and approve or deny the request. 
_____________________________________________________________________________

PROJECT OVERVIEW AND BACKGROUND:
Proposed Project
On August 24, 2018, applicants and owner representatives Ely Corliss and Brian Seifried 
submitted an application on behalf of the property owner LASI LLC for a Certificate of 
Approval for exterior alterations on the north and south sides of the building at 806 9th Street to 
the Historic Preservation Office. The Historic Preservation Commission reviewed and approved 
exterior alterations in January 2018, and the applicants proceeded with the project, and made 
changes to the original approval during the construction of their project.  They seek approval for 
the changes made from the original approval for the north and south facades.  The provided 
requested information from the contractor and an engineer and an updated narrative on April 1, 
2019. The Historic Preservation Commission continued the item several times, most recently to 
April 15, 2019.  Due to a lack of quorum, the item was rescheduled for May 6, 2019. 

Their proposed alterations include several parts.  On the north side of the building, the applicant 
proposes to lower the height of the box office window on the east side of the door to meet ADA 
standards.  They propose to recess the door as required by building code due to the proposed 
occupancy over 49 people.  They propose to install a single door in the entrance instead of a 
double door due to the fact that the structural posts were mis-measured and the opening only 
allows for one door.  They propose to install a full storefront window on the west side of the 
north façade where a brick veneer wall was originally approved to allow for more light and 
visibility.   The applicants indicate they attempted to repair the fleur de lis anchor plates and 
were unable to do so, and so covered them with barnwood as a temporary measure. The 
applicants did not provide information about who they contacted or how they attempted to repair 
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them prior to installation of the barnwood.  The historic fleur de lis anchor plates are a significant 
feature on the building and are visible on the building in the historic 1929 photo of 9th Street (see 
Attachment E).  They propose to remove the barnwood and repair/reconstruct the anchor plates.  
The glass transom that was originally to be retained and repaired, but they propose to remove the 
transom because it was damaged in the course of the construction.  On the south side of the 
building, the applicants propose to install a taller screen on the west wall to keep patrons on the 
patio and off the adjacent roof and allow for rope lighting and sun shades to be installed in the 
future.  Proposed alterations to the rear stairs required by Code include a landing and a turn. The 
applicants also propose to install a concrete screen block patio fence in place of the metal fence 
that was approved.  They propose to install an additional glass panel on the first floor.  The 
approved plans show two doors in the opening on the rear of the first floor, retaining the 
remaining brick wall and painting it.  The applicants propose to install an additional glass panel, 
due to an issue from when a car crashed into the back of the building several years ago.  Please 
see the Application and Narrative for a Certificate of Approval, including documentation from 
the contractor and engineer (Attachment A), Current Photographs (Attachment B), Certificate of 
Approval with Drawings for January 2018 HPC approval (Attachment C), Existing Site Map 
(Attachment D), Historic Photograph of 9th Street (Attachment E), and Architectural Inventory 
Form for 806 9th Street (Attachment F).

Existing Conditions  
The façade was altered following Commission approval in January 2018, the glass transom was 
removed and the existing façade includes a projecting sign, barnwood covering the historic fleur 
de lis anchor plates, a recessed single door entrance, a ticket window meeting ADA height 
requirements, a full length window where the Commission approved a brick wall with a smaller 
window (where there was a door previously).  The rear wall on the first floor has a larger 
opening with an extra section of glass, a higher railing on the wall separating this property from 
the building to the west, and a split chase covering vents and hoods. 

Background
The Historic Preservation Commission designated the Downtown Greeley Historic District on 
the Greeley Historic Register in November 2002.  The property at 806 9th Street is a contributing 
property in the historic district. 

Building History
This building appears to have been erected about 1903. A different one-story building is shown 
on the 1901 Sanborn, while this building is shown on the 1906 Sanborn. The address first 
appears in the 1903 directory. From 1903 to 1920 a market was listed in this building in the 
city’s directories. The market was identified as selling meat on the 1906 and 1918 Sanborn maps. 
The 1922-1930 city directories indicate that this was the location of Baab Brothers Groceries, 
which had previously operated at 819 9th Street. The upstairs of the building was listed as 
“rooms.” Shops were indicated in the building during 1935-1944. The 1950 city directory listed 
Munsell Nu-Wae Shoe Company at this location, along with Fred Sumner Shoe Repair. Mr. 
Sumner moved to Greeley in 1915, where he worked as a shoemaker in a larger firm and then 
established his own shoe and repair business, which operated until 1960. Mr. Sumner died in 
1964. Babcock Ladies’ Tailor operated from the upstairs in 1950. Mrs. Ruth Babcock (1890-
1975) did custom sewing and tailoring. She had married Leonard Babcock in Iowa in 1918 and 
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moved to Greeley in 1942. By 1960, Gentry’s Shoes and Sumner Shoe Repair occupied the first 
floor, while the upstairs included two apartments, one occupied by Mrs. Babcock. Mrs. Babcock 
had an apartment on the second floor in 1970, and Gentry’s Shoes was on the first floor. 

Architectural Description
Two-story flat roof painted brick commercial building with one-story brick projection on rear. 
Projecting metal cornice with dentil molding, brackets, and modillions. Round vent openings 
with grilles along plain frieze; two courses of molded brick underneath. Second story features 
three 1/1-light double-hung sash windows with rock-faced stone lintels and continuous stone sill 
course. Remodeled brick and glass storefront with recessed single door. 

SITE DATA:
Legal Description:  GR 5011 L4 BLK64 EXC S30', City of Greeley, 

County of Weld, State of Colorado 

Neighborhood: Downtown Greeley

Designation: Contributing Property in Greeley Historic Register 
Downtown Greeley Historic District &
Contributing in National Register Downtown 
Greeley Historic District

Year Property Built:  1900; Weld County Assessor 

Architectural Style/Type:  Early 20th Century Commercial

Zoning: Commercial – High Intensity (C-H)

Dates of Significant Renovations: Permit for signs for Luna’s Tacos & Tequila; 
Owner: ADP LLC; Sign Contractor: DaVinci Sign 
Systems, Inc; Electrical Contractor: Z Electric 
LLC; Permit #18050073; Date: 5/4/2018. 

  
  Historic Preservation Commission Certificate of 

Approval for storefront and rear alterations; 
Applicant: Ely Corliss; Recording #4386471; Date 
of Approval: 1/15/2018; Date of Recording: 
3/28/2018. 

  Commercial Permit for Remodel for new 
restaurant; Owner: LASI LLC; Contractor: C & C 
Contractors; Electrical Contractor: Z Electric LLC; 
Mechanical: Gary Hooley HVAC Inc; Plumbing: 
West Weld Mechanical LLC; Permit #18020151; 
Date: 2/12/2018;  
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Plans for Greeley Hotel Model Rooms; Architect: 
Johnson Nathan Strohe; Reviewed: 7/1/16. 

Permit for Temporary Office Space and ADA 
Restrooms; Owner: GTC Investments #1 LLC; 
Cotnractor: Hensel Phelps Construction Co; Permit 
#16060346; Date: 6/29/2016.  

Certificate of Occupancy Approval for 806 9th

Street; Occupant: C & C Community Printers, Inc.; 
Permit #11110171; Date: 11/22/2011. 

Permit for Sewer Replacement; Owner: Ed Florio; 
Contractor: Richter Plumbing and Heating Inc.; 
Permit #P89070; Date: 8/15/1989. 

Various Certificates of Occupancy Approvals from 
1985 – 2011. 

Rearrange Partitions and Remodel Existing Store; 
Owner: Ed Florio; Contractor: Henry Salazar; 
Permti #750349; Date: 6/10/1975. 

Sign Permit for Wall Sign at 806 9th Street; 
Contractor: Adtec Adv Co; Permit #724007; Date: 
1/24/1972. 

Source: Building Permit Files for 806 9th Street

KEY ISSUES AND ANALYSIS:
The proposed work is evaluated according to the relevant criteria for alteration of designated 
properties, defined in Section 16.60.110, as follows in the staff analysis. Only the applicable 
criteria and standards are listed.

City of Greeley Code, Section 16.60.110 (1) Criteria 
a. The effect of the alteration or construction upon the general historical or architectural
character of the designated property.

b. The architectural style, arrangement, texture and materials of existing and proposed
construction, and their relationship to the other buildings.

c. The effects of the proposed work in creating, changing or destroying the exterior
architectural features and details of the structure upon which the work shall be done.
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d. The compatibility of accessory structures and fences with the main structure on the site
and with adjoining structures.

e. The effect of the proposed work upon the protection, enhancement, perpetuation and
use of the landmark or landmark district.

f. Compliance with the Secretary of the Interior’s current standards for rehabilitation of
historic properties as defined in Section 16.60.020 of this Chapter.

Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation 
Standard #2: The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The 
removal of original materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a 
property shall be avoided. 

Standard #3: Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, 
and use. Changes that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding 
conjectural features or architectural elements from other buildings, shall not be 
undertaken. 

Standard #4: Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own 
right will be retained and preserved. 

Standard #5: Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or 
examples of craftsmanship that characterize a property shall be preserved. 

Standard #9: New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not 
destroy original materials that characterize the property. The new work shall be 
differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the massing, size, scale, and 
architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property and its environment. 

Standard #10: New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be 
undertaken in such a manner that, if removed in the future, the essential form and 
integrity of the historic property and its environment would be unimpaired. Design for 
alterations and additions to existing properties should not be discouraged when such 
alterations and additions do not destroy significant historical, architectural, or cultural 
material, and such design is compatible with the size, scale, color, material, and 
character of the property, neighborhood and environment. 

City of Greeley Code, Section 16.60.110 (2) Standards 
b. The historic character of the property shall be retained by avoiding the removal of, or
alteration of, features and spaces important to the character.

c. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time.  The use of original
materials shall be encouraged.  Distinctive and unique features, finishes, materials and
examples of craftsmanship should be retained and preserved.  If deteriorated, they should
be repaired.  Repairs and replacement of such features should match the original in
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color, shape, texture and design.  Replacements should be fully documented with 
pictorial or physical evidence and a copy of such evidence filed with the Commission. 

e. New additions and expansions shall, where possible, be differentiated from the existing
building to protect its historic integrity.  New additions and constructions shall also be
undertaken in such a manner that their removal in the future would not destroy the form
or integrity of the original property.

g. Other requirements for alterations of a designated property or contributing property in
a district as are required by the procedures and bylaws established by the Commission.

Applicable Guidelines from the Downtown Design Review Guidelines

Storefronts 
Storefronts are the first floor architectural element of historic commercial buildings.  
They have a standard design and can be made of cast metal or wood and extend across 
the entire building façade.  A storefront is the height of the first floor, usually about 
fifteen feet.  The entry is usually recessed, and frequently at the center of the storefront.  
Large glass windows provide for the display of goods, and allow light to the rear of the 
narrow, deep buildings.  The display windows have a base known as a kick plate that is 
usually 18 inches to 24 inches high.  There is frequently a band of glazed windows above 
the display windows, known as a transom, that also helps to illuminate the interior.  The 
sign band stretches across the top of the storefront, and an awning is usually mounted 
just below the sign band. 

Storefronts are one of the most important visual characteristics of historic downtowns.  
The storefronts of many of Greeley’s downtown buildings have been altered, and the 
storefronts are not as visually important today.  Maintaining the elements of a storefront 
that still exist and re-establishing the elements that have been altered will be important to 
enhancing the historic character of the downtown, and can greatly improve its pedestrian 
environment.  The most important aspects to protect or re-establish are the typical 
storefront height, and the transparent band of display windows across the façade. 

Other downtown building types do not have storefronts. 

Guidelines 

A. Preserve all remaining elements of historic storefronts.

C. The design and construction of storefronts is light and airy in character.  Cast metal
was used for important buildings, but most frequently they were constructed of wood.
The use of brick or stone will generally only be appropriate if there is evidence that this
was the material used for the original storefront.

D. Metal used in storefronts should be finished, not left shiny.
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Windows and Doors 
Windows and Doors in historic downtowns are important in two ways.  First, their 
arrangement creates a visual pattern, and second, their individual design and material is 
characteristic of historic buildings.  In commercial buildings, windows are located at the 
second floor, regularly spaced across the façade, are generously sized to allow light into 
the deep, narrow buildings, are vertical in orientation and double-hung in type, and are 
most often of wood sash and frame.  Many of the window openings and windows have 
been changed in downtown Greeley commercial buildings, and the historic visual 
patterns have been altered.  The window patterns of other downtown building types are 
more varied, but the individual window units are similar, and important to the historic 
character of the building. 

Doors are located at entries to ground floor commercial spaces, often centered and also 
located to one side.  They are also located at ground floor entries to second floor spaces.  
Original doors were typically of wood frame with large glass area.  The location and 
design of doors in other downtown building types are also more varied, but are located at 
entries that are emphasized by architectural design, and are important aspects of the 
historic character of these buildings. 

Guidelines 
A. Preserve all original window and door openings.  Openings should not be closed up, 

made smaller or enlarged. 
C. Preserve all original windows and doors.  Repair deteriorated jambs, sashes, glazing 

and frames. 

Building Materials
Brick is predominant material used for all building types in downtown Greeley, which is 
typical of historic western downtowns.  Tan brick is more common in Greeley than the 
typical western red brick.  The combination of tan, mixed reddish and red brick of the 
downtown commercial buildings creates a varied landscape.  The detailing of cornices 
and ornamentation of building walls is most frequently done in brick relief patterns.

While other civic buildings, both historic and contemporary, use stone for detailing, the 
basic structures are of brick.  The Weld County Courthouse is clad with stone, and is 
unique in its use of this material.  Residential buildings are detailed with both stone and 
wood, but their basic structures are generally of brick.  Most agricultural/industrial 
buildings are constructed of brick, although some metal structures remain in use. 

The unit size of historic brick masonry, along with the thickness and detailing of the joint 
are important characteristics.  Contemporary masonry units are larger in size and are 
laid with thicker joints, which creates a very different appearance.   

Some historic architectural details are of metal, such as pressed metal cornices.  Window 
and door openings are frequently detailed with stone heads and sills.  Terra cotta is used 
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on several buildings but is not common.  Wood is used for storefronts, and for windows 
and doors.  Some brick buildings have been painted, and many have been covered with 
more recent modernizations. 

An important aspect of downtown Greeley is the modest character of many of its 
buildings.  More elaborate ornamentation and expensive materials are reserved for 
buildings of significant purpose. 

Guidelines
A. Preserve original building materials when altering historic buildings. 
B. Carefully match historic materials when altering historic buildings. 
C. Using simplified designs and historic construction techniques will help make modern 

alterations of historic buildings fit the historic character of downtown Greeley. 
D. Stone, wood and metal were not common historic building materials in Greeley, and 

should be used sparingly on downtown buildings. 

Architectural Details
Downtown Greeley buildings are relatively restrained in detailing.  There are some 
exceptions to this that provide some variation in the pattern of simplicity, and include 
such elements as cornices and second floor windows of commercial buildings, and wood 
detailing of residential buildings.  Some existing historic downtown buildings may have 
once had more elaborate detailing that has been covered by façade alterations. 

Guidelines 
A. Carefully preserve historic architectural details in alterations of downtown buildings 

of any type. 
B. Simple architectural details will be most appropriate for alterations to most historic 

downtown Greeley buildings.  Save elaborate detailing for alterations to buildings 
that have a significant location, such as an important corner, or significant use, such 
as a civic building. 

C. Consider restoring details that have been covered or removed in earlier alterations 
when renovating historic buildings.  If such alterations have damaged or destroyed 
historic details, seek historic photographs for documentation to use for restoring 
them.  If there is no photographic evidence, consider recreating the detail in a simple 
design. 

Staff Analysis:  
Staff determined all aspects of the proposed alterations complies with the criteria and standards.

The proposed removal of the barnwood and needed restoration/reconstruction of the fleur de lis 
anchor plates would have a positive impact on the historical and architectural character of the 
building and features.  The fleur de lis anchor plates are a significant original feature of the 
building, as evidenced by being visible in the 1929 photo of 9th Street.  The current condition of 
them covered with barnwood is a historically inappropriate treatment that does not meet the 
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Secretary of the Interior’s Standards because covering significant historic features is 
inappropriate.  The applicants indicated they tried unsuccessfully to repair them, as several are 
damaged, but did not provide details.  In an effort to finish the façade quickly for opening, they 
covered them with barnwood as a temporary measure. They propose to repair and reconstruct the 
anchor plates as needed.  The Clay Center of Northern Colorado would make a mold and their 
contractor C & C Contractors would use the mold to cast an aluminum replica to mount on the 
building.  The glass transom was removed in the construction process and not reinstalled.  While 
the transom that was there was not the original glass, the feature is a characteristic feature of 
historic commercial buildings that should be retained.  In the course of the construction, the 
dimensions of the façade and the location of structural members required removal of the 
transom.  The transom cannot be reconstructed without removing the existing storefront.  Staff 
recommends the Commission approve the removal of the transom and approve the removal of 
the barnwood and repair and restoration of the fleur de lis anchor plates. The repair and 
restoration of the anchor plates does meet the Standards and Guidelines in Section 16.60.110 (1) 
and (2) of the Code. 

The ADA requirement of lowering the box office window would not have a significant impact 
on the historical or architectural character of the building or details.  It would not impact historic 
material, nor would it affect the character, details or fabric of the historic district.  Historically, 
the location of the window was a storefront window that was not enclosed by brick.  Moving the 
window down would not impact the integrity or affect historic fabric.  For these reasons, that 
portion of the proposed project would meet the Criteria and Standards in Section 16.60.110 (1) 
and (2) of the Code. 

The proposal to recess the entrance and use one door rather than two would have a positive 
impact on the historical and architectural character of the building because recessed entrances are 
an historically appropriate treatment and the entrance for this property was recessed historically 
and likely only had one door, rather than double doors at the entrance, as suggested by the view 
of this property in the historic photo.  This aspect of the proposed project would not impact 
historic materials or details and would also bring the building into compliance with the code for 
egress.  For these reasons, the proposed project would meet the Criteria and Standards in Section 
16.60.110 (1) and (2) of the Code. 

On the rear of the building, the taller screen on the west wall, the changes to the stairs to bring 
them into compliance with the International Existing Building Code, and the addition of the glass 
panel on the south end of the first floor due to brick repair issues from a previous brick repair job 
do not have significant impact on the historical or architectural character or details of the 
building.  They would have a positive impact on the protection, enhancement, perpetuation and 
use of the building, as they would add to the ability of the owner to use the building and enhance 
the experience of patrons without affecting the character.  The proposed project would not affect 
character defining features or spaces and are compatible with the building and surrounding 
buildings.  For these reasons, the proposed project would meet the Criteria and Standards in 
Section 16.60.110 (1) and (2) of the Code.   

In summary, for these reasons, the proposed alterations on the north and south facades, including 
the removal of the barnwood and repair of the fleur de lis anchor plates, meets the criteria and 
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Historic Preservation Commission Summary Certificate of Approval
806 9th Street 

6 May 2019 

10

standards in Section 16.60.110, including the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and the 
Downtown Greeley Design Review Guidelines.   

16.60.110 (1) Criteria Addressed: a, b, c, d, e, and f (Secretary’s Stds #2, 3, 4, 5, 9, and 10)

16.60.110 (2) Standards Addressed: b, c, e, and g (Downtown Greeley Design Review 
Guidelines)

NOTICE:
The Municipal Code does not specify public notification requirements for Certificate of 
Approval applications.  A notification letter with the date, time and location of the public hearing 
was sent to the property owner on April 8, 2019 and a sign was posted at the property on Friday,
April 26, 2019. 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 
Approval with conditions. 

RECOMMENDED MOTION:
A motion that, based on the application received and the preceding analysis, the Commission 
approves the exterior alterations on the north and south elevation, including storefront alterations 
on the north wall, removal of the transom on the north wall, ADA requirements and alterations 
for rear fence, stairs and rear wall at 806 9th Street meets (1) Criteria a, b, c, d, e, and f and (2) 
Standards b, c, e and g of Section 16.60.110 of the Greeley Municipal Code, and therefore 
approves the Certificate of Approval with conditions. 

The Historic Preservation Commission places the following condition on the project approval: 

The applicants shall uncover the fleur de lis anchor plates and restore/reconstruct them as 
needed by the end of May 2020.  If not completed by May 2020, the applicants shall meet 
with Staff and may request up to two six-month extensions.   

The applicant does not need to return to the Historic Preservation Commission unless this 
condition is not met.   

ATTACHMENTS: 
Attachment A – Application & Narrative for Certificate of Approval  
Attachment B – Current Photographs
Attachment C – Certificate of Approval with Drawings for January 2018 HPC approval 
Attachment D – Existing Site Map
Attachment E – Historic Photograph of 9th Street
Attachment F – Architectural Inventory Form for 806 9th Street
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From: Ely Corliss
To: Betsy Kellums
Cc: Brian Seifried
Subject: Re: Certificate of Approval application
Date: Friday, August 24, 2018 1:42:46 PM
Attachments: Historic Preservation Commission Revisions 8-22-18.pdf

SKM_C25818082413380.pdf

See attached for the digital copies of the files as well as page 9 of the application.

Thank you,

Ely

-------------------------------------
Ely Corliss
The Crew Presents
Moxi Theater & BandWagon Magazine
802 9th St. - Greeley, CO 80631
Box Office: 970.584.3054 | Cell: 720.308.9965
www.moxitheater.com / www.bandwagmag.com

On Fri, Aug 24, 2018 at 1:19 PM, Betsy Kellums <Betsy.Kellums@greeleygov.com> wrote:

Hi Brian and Ely,

I got your narrative to the Commission about the changes to what was approved.  I spoke
with Brad and determined we will consider this a new application, so if you could please
complete page 9 of the application.  I will consider what you provided to me as the project
narrative, so what I need you to return to me is the signature page.  I do also need digital
files of the images you included in the narrative you provided, with the numbers referencing
the items discussed in the narrative, for use in the power point presentation to the
Commission.

I have three projects ahead of yours that I am reviewing, so after I receive the signature
page, I will schedule it for design review with the Commission, which is not likely to be
before October.

Thank you and I look forward to working with you.

Cheers,

Betsy
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Betsy Kellums

Greeley Historic Preservation Office

1100 10th Street, Ste 201

Greeley, CO 80631

Phone: 970.350.9222

Fax: 970.350.9895

email: betsy.kellums@greeleygov.com

www.greeleygov.com
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Dear Historic Preservation Commission, 
 
We would like to apologize for not following the appropriate procedures in making changes to 
the original plan put in front of the commission. As we navigated the challenges of turning a 115 
year old building into a modern restaurant, we were forced to make some changes to 
accommodate the reality of the conditions of the space as well as applicable codes. We would 
be more than happy to provide additional information on anything involving our finish decisions. 
 

 
1. Box office window height was adjusted to meet ADA standards and sign has not been 

installed. 
2. Structural posts in front of the building were mismeasured and only allowed for single 

door entrance. Also door was recessed back three feet per code. 
3. Full storefront window was added as opposed to additional thin brick to provide more 

light and visibility into the space from 9th St. 
4. We attempted to figure out a plan to repair damaged fleur de lis. Ran into issues 

because the fleur de lis were holding a steel plate onto a large I-beam. We went into the 
project assuming the fleur de lis were an original part of the facade, we discovered this 
was not the case when the I-beam was discovered from demo work on the inside of the 
building. We were not able to find a way to remove and repair the steel work from this 
previous facade remodel, without irreparable damage. Based on this knowledge, we 
decided our only practical option was to cover with historical barnwood. 
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1. Installed taller steel screen on upstairs patio to keep patrons safely on our patio and off 
the roof next door, as well as posts to install rope lighting and eventual sun shades. 

2. Stairs required a landing and a turn for the last few steps to keep in code and not extend 
into the back wall of the patio. 

3. Installed concrete screen block patio fence in place of metal fence on plans. 
4. Installed additional glass panel on first floor, as opposed to adding additional brick to fill 

in the space. We ran into issues from a poor brick repair job when a car had crashed into 
the back of the building previously. 

5. Chase was split into 2 sections to accommodate the hood fans along with the exhaust 
from utility rooms, restrooms and plumbing vents. 

 
 
We hope you will take these factors into account and suggest the approval of our facades in 
their current state. Thank you for your time and consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Brian Seifried and Luna’s Tacos & Tequila 
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Ely Corliss and Brian Seifried 
LASI, LLC 

806 9th Street 
Greeley, Colorado 

 
 

 
 
 
Dear Members of the Greeley Historic Commission, 
 
We would like to apologize for not being more informed as to the process of making changes 
through the construction process. The challenges we faced in turning a 115 year old building 
into a modern restaurant were greater than we anticipated. The project took considerably more 
time and resources than we anticipated at the time of our application for the project. Due to 
unforeseen engineering, finance, and time issues we made some changes that were not 
consistent with the plan we originally presented.  
 
The issue we would like to address is the barn wood band we installed above our storefront 
glass. It was the initial plan to somehow replace or repair the damaged fleur de lis on the front of 
the building. The front facade was one of the final phases of the project and we soon realized 
that the flor de lis were not just decorative pieces, but a structural part of an early major facade 
project. At some point in the buildings history (maybe late 1920's-1930's) a steel I-beam was 
installed across the entire front of the building. The center of the fleur de lis is a head of a bolt 
that holds steel plate on to the front of the building. This makes simply pulling off the fleur de lis 
for replacement nearly impossible. We can explain the engineering concerns in more detail at 
the meeting. 
 
At the request of Betsy Kellums we have put together a plan to remove the temporary barn 
wood band and repair/replace the fleur de lis. 
 
We have partnered with local artisans at The Clay Center of Northern Colorado to create molds 
of the existing Fleur De Lis. This process would include temporarily removing some of the barn 
wood facade to create the imprint that will be used to exactly duplicate the size and shape of 
one of the undamaged pieces. From this imprint the clay center will be able to create a mold for 
the next steps in the process.k 
 
After we have created a mold we will be working with our original general contractor on the 
project, Quin Abbot of C & C Contractors. Their team will attempt to cast an aluminum replica of 
the pieces that will fit the visual requirements of the historical district's regulations and also 
stand the test of time (hopefully better than the original facade remodel that they were a part of 
some years back). 
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When we feel we have a replica of the necessary quality we would like to present this to the 
commission for their approval. If the work meets the commission's standards we would be able 
to remove the temporary barn wood facade and begin work to make masonry repairs, install the 
replica fleur de lis and repaint.  
 
It is the desire of our ownership group to complete this final phase of the facade repair to the 
highest standards to insure the historical features of the building will be  a part of our community 
for generations to come. Doing so will require considerable expenditures that we estimate could 
cost between $6,800-$8,000. With the extent of expense an subsequent debt that was incurred 
we do not currently have the resources to accomplish this project. 
 
It is our hope that business will continue to grow to the point where we will be able to complete 
this project. We humbly request the commission to extend us sufficient time to get through the 
startup phase of Luna's and reach the point where we can complete this project without 
incurring additional debt.  
 
We propose the commission allow us to keep up the current temporary barn wood band for up 
to 36 months and ask city staff to issue our certificate of occupancy. This allows the building to 
maintain a complete look until we are able to execute the plan outlined above. 
 
Your consideration of this request is deeply appreciated. The challenges of a startup business 
have stretched our resources thin. Allowing time for this project to be done properly and without 
cutting corners would be a benefit for all involved and we believe is best for the long term goals 
of the historic district. 
 
 
Respectfully, 
 
Ely Corliss and Brian Seifried 
LASI, LLC 
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From: Betsy Kellums
To: "Brian Seifried"
Cc: Mike Garrott; Ely Corliss; Samantha Corliss
Subject: RE: 806 9th St.
Date: Tuesday, February 12, 2019 7:48:05 AM

Dear Brian,
 
Good morning.  Thank you for sending this by the deadline.   I will review and provide to the

Commission for the March 4th meeting.  Your item will be on the agenda as a continuation and the
Commission will review.  The narrative you provided addresses the fleur de lis, but it does not
address the fact that you apparently removed the transom and did not repair or replace it, which
was part of your original approval from January 2018.  You have actually not obtained approval for
any of the changes you made to the original approval, as we discussed last year.  Do you have a
report from a structural engineer or qualified professional explaining the circumstances of the
façade?  If so, please provide that to me as soon as possible.  It would be very helpful to the staff and
Commission for reviewing your project.  Lack of it could potentially hold up the review.
 
I will include the information you previously provided with this additional plan.  The continuation is

scheduled for March 4th at 4 p.m. in the City Council Chambers at City Center South, 1001 11th

Avenue.  Please plan for a representative to attend the meeting and provide explanation about your
project. 
 
Cordially,
Betsy
 
Betsy Kellums
Greeley Historic Preservation Office
1100 10th Street, Ste 201
Greeley, CO 80631
Phone: 970.350.9222
Fax: 970.350.9895
email: betsy.kellums@greeleygov.com
www.greeleygov.com
 
 
From: Brian Seifried <brian@lunastacos.com> 
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2019 4:24 PM
To: Betsy Kellums <Betsy.Kellums@Greeleygov.com>
Cc: Mike Garrott <Mike.Garrott@Greeleygov.com>; Ely Corliss <ely@lunastacos.com>; Samantha
Corliss <Sam@lunastacos.com>
Subject: 806 9th St.

Betsy, Sorry for getting this to you at the last second. Here are our thoughts on the process
of bringing back the fleur de Lis that hold the steel plate onto the facade of our building. We
respect the will of the commission in determining these facade additions as significant
architectural features that were added some years ago.
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We would like to present our plan to the commission in the March meeting. Please see our
attached letter for them. We will post our yellow sign for public notice immediately.

We appreciate your help in bringing our building up to full historical district standards while
not over extending the resources of our business. Please feel free to reach out with any
questions or clarifications.

Thanks,
Brian
720.244.6107

--
Brian Seifried
Luna's Tacos & Tequila
806 9th St. • Downtown Greeley
www.lunastacos.com | Instagram | Facebook
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C&C Contractors LLC
455 5th Ave
Greeley, CO  80631 US
Quin@CCContractors-Colorado.com

ESTIMATE
ADDRESS
LUNAS
806 9th St
Greeley, CO  80631

ESTIMATE # 1221
DATE 03/19/2019

ACTIVITY QTY RATE AMOUNT

Scaffolding, door and 
sidewalk protection

1 750.00 750.00

Remove barnwood 
from building front

1 500.00 500.00

Create mold of existing 
fleur de lis

1 750.00 750.00

Cast new fleur de lis in 
aluminum

1 800.00 800.00

Add structural bolts in 
place of fleur de lis

1 500.00 500.00

Patch damaged brick 
behind barnwood

1 650.00 650.00

Patch drywall and 
ceiling tiles

1 600.00 600.00

Painting 1 750.00 750.00
Engineering for beam 
ties and engineer 
inspections

1 1,000.00 1,000.00

TOTAL $6,300.00

Accepted By Accepted Date
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806 9th Street, photos August 2018; provided by Brian Seifried and Ely Corliss 

North facade 

South facade 
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City of Greeley Museums Permanent Collection, Neg. 1351, 9th Street looking west from 8th Avenue, ca. 1929 
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